






















































The work I have submitted is my own effort. I certify that all the material in the Dissertation                                   










This work would not be possible without the support of the great group of friends that took this                                   
journey with me.  












The aim of the research is to explore how the homeless movement in Brazil uses squatter                                 
practices as a form of expression of political values and performative enjoyment of housing                           
rights. The point of departure is the analysis of the Workers’ Party populist government                           
institutionalisation of the right to adequate housing according to international obligations and                       
historical national claims, expressed in its official human rights policy and legislation. It goes on                             
to show how that recognition is intrinsically attached to an official meaning of the disputed                             
right​s​, with a convenient level of progressive realization and the validation of the state apparatus                             
as the only possible mean for the precariat to fight for said rights, thus attempting to curb the                                   
grassroots activism that marked the country’s urbanisation and democratisation process. The                     
intended result is to generate a body of qualitative data that will reevaluate the importance of                               
activism beyond the official channels opened to civil society, pointing to the dual dimension of                             
squats, as immediate solutions to housing issues and carriers of a political message from those                             
who lack access to said channels. Moreover, construct an advocacy strategy that counters the                           













































The coffee is served black and sugary in translucent brown glass, if you had a brazilian                               
grandma’, you know these. A teenage girl watches the saturday afternoon show about                         
celebrities’ lifestyle while, in the adjacent room, four small girls play a bootleg copy of                             
Super­Mario while one takes a picture of my girlfriend’s dreadlocks from her camera                         
phone, while avoiding being photographed in return. “You should not take the key to the                             
first door, there’s a second door further on that will take you to a secret level”, I point out,                                     
causing the non­players to revolt over the hogging of the joystick by the oldest daughter.                             
Claudinei explains how he was amongst the first four families to get there, driven by rent                               
that usually consumed over 70 per cent of his unstable bricklayer’s income, supplemented                         
by Bolsa Familia instalments. ‘I sold all my appliances to buy the material for this house.                               
It was worth it, as my congregation, that also helped mobilizing people to occupy this                             
plot, donated this new refrigerator and stove’. “In the beginning it was tough’, he                           
continues, ‘the plot was completely abandoned and the grass was high, the hill (which was                             
adjacent to his house) was unstable and we had to secure it for landslides, it’s pretty safe                                 
now. It’s good living but it’s hard to get people to get together and improve the land, even                                   







The passage illustrates the role of a left­leaning government on a hegemonic neo­liberal global                           
governmentality: integrating large segments of the population in the consumer market, while                       
failing to deliver fundamental rights to all and repressing those who do not come under its                               
paternalistic wings for social benefits. While there is an increase on social rights indicators,                           





In 2003, the Workers’ Party became the first party with roots in popular social movements to                               
reach the top of the executive power. The relationship between government and social                         
movements was completely resignified as new channels of communication brought them                     
together, and programs with participation from the movements were created. The State was, for                           
the first time, viewed as an ally against the global and national elites, attracting movements to                               
evolve and focus their action on collaboration with and influence on the government. One of the                               
key characteristics of the new policy is fostering `participatory democracy` in urban planning.                         
The establishment of perennial channels of communication between governments and activist,                     
such as the `Council of the Cities`, as well as programs for funding housing projects carried out                                 
by or in collaboration with organised civil society, guaranteed the support from the social                           
movements that played a key part on the drafting of the new housing policy and the election of                                   
the leftist government. 
 
Nevertheless, the rapid increase of the economy and the spotlight cast on Brazil by mass events                               
such as the World Cup in 2014 led to the quick inflation of housing costs in central areas (Rolnik                                     
2013). Many were evicted under the excuse of public interest constructions, evicted from                         
dwelling without security of tenure, or simply affected by gentrification. A comprehensive study                         
by Faulhaber (2014) estimates 200.000 newly evicted in Rio de Janeiro alone. Invariably,                         
compensation was not sufficient for obtaining similar housing conditions, and the government's                       
habitational program was repeatedly deemed unsatisfactory by the beneficiated (Boulos 2012: p.                       
3). Official government data (Brazil/IBGE: 2006) stipulates there is a deficit of 5.8 million                           
homes in the country, and 6.07 million empty homes. Historically, housing deficit has been                           
countered in Brazil by the forming of informal settlements in the peripheries and gaps of the                               
planned city, forming the favelas, or slums (see Davis 2007), a culture that resurged, albeit with                               
new collective organization and political aspirations (Boulos 2012: 6; Souza 2006: ). The                         





This research understands human rights as a language of emancipation (Goodale 2013). If the                           
application of rights, as progressive as its language may be, goes against the understanding                           
proposed by those in need of protection, it is, indeed, on the side of oppression. Following this                                 
normative character of human rights, an anthropological critical perspective is applied to study                         
effects of new legislation on activism, focusing on direct action as a form of human rights                               
performative experience and political statement, as well as relying on social movements’ theory                         




This research attempts to critically evaluate the consequences of housing rights                     
institutionalisation in Brazil, focusing on its ​impacts on the progressive nature of organised                         
civil society, particularly on squatting as a form of direct action. 
 
Focusing on the struggles of the people that resort to squats as a mean to achieve adequate                                 
housing and challenge the ruling concept of the city, the research exposes the shortcomings of                             
the institutionalised channels in taking notice of their needs and guaranteeing their rights, and                           
explores the capacity of direct action as a counter to these. 
 
By critically analysing the government’s discourse and practices, contextualized around legal                     
cases and a period of participation with grassroots affiliates of a major urban movement in Brazil                               
– collaborating and getting direct contact with their struggles, visions and internal​uncertainties                         
– ​allowed the research to tease out strategic considerations to the struggle for the city that                               
extrapolates the reliance on institutionalised human rights. 
 
The starting hypothesis to be tested is: Direct Action by Social movements is necessary to                             








2. What  interpretations of Human Rights (housing standards, representation  spheres, 
temporary  solutions​)  can be extracted from the squats?  
   
The intended result is to generate a body of qualitative data that contributes to rights being                               
summoned tactically by the squatters and activists, focusing on collective solutions to housing                         




Brazil experienced a hastened urbanisation during the second half of the 20th century. From less                             
than 50 per cent in 1950, to 65 in 1980, to 85 nowadays (World Bank). The right to adequate                                     
housing in Brazil is marked by the struggle of the peripheral residents, settlers of areas around                               
and above the city. At a first stage, these settlers had to occupy raw land, such as marshes and                                     
hills, deprived of material resources and any support; at a later stage, the fight was for                               
maintaining the land, as the judicialization of the struggle favored those who could produce                           
some kind of property title. The resilience of the urban poor also created a sense of identity,                                 
developed around the struggle for urban resources, which slowly evolved into a language                         
permeated by rights and citizenship, culminating on the formation of social movements that                         
harnessed this insurgent potential and served as the unprecedented connection between the                       
institutionalized channels and the masses, starting on the fight against the military dictatorship,                         





In this period, the housing rights movements in Brazil can be conceptualized as New Social                             
Movements (NSMs). NSMs were considered to be bound to a single issue, but what ‘they shared                               
was a focus on a dimension of oppression that had been largely written out of stories of power                                   
and oppression as told by liberals, social democrats and Marxists alike”(Stammers 2009, 2447).                         
The movements that organized around the struggle for habitation, developed their claims to                         
different kinds of social rights such as mobility, development of infrastructure, security of                         
tenure, but also to civil rights such as access to direct channels of communications with the                               
political sphere. They combined self material interests to a much broader understanding of the                           
problem and its roots in different levels of planning and executing. 
 
Organized unrest intensified surrounding the identity of the new working class of the urban                           
unprivileged. When the redemocratization process started and a new constitution was to be                         
written, urban movements had the strength to be present in the discussions as a pillar of                               
democracy. The new Urban Policy was inscripted in article 182 and 183 of the New                             
Constitution, pending regularization by law. This set the tone for the intensification of the                           
struggle during the 90’s. 
 
During the 90’s, neoliberal reforms took place around the global south. Brazil recurred to                           
international banking institutions to solve its currency crisis. With the loans, the country                         
received impositions from this donors, centered on one aspect: the dismantling of the State. This                             
lead to the privatization of State monopoly companies, including strategic extractive industries                       
and basic services providing alike. While urban movements continued to push for reforms and,                           
sporadically, contribute with municipalities, the idea of governance­beyond­the­state gained                 
strength, and participation of civil society in federal programs was selected on the potential for                             
management of top­down projects. Urban movements formed the National Forum for the Urban                         






The Workers’ Party (PT) was formed in 1980’s, as an amalgam of social movements, labour                             
unions and leftist intellectuals. When it finally won the presidential election in 2002, a new era                               
of social cooperation was expected to emerge. It was viewed as based on “Social movements,                             
unions and civil society organization of the `enlightened` middle class, with strong influence on                           
the universities”(Romão in Cannon & Kirby 2012: 1714). 
 
After winning the presidential elections, PT relied on numerous parties without a binding                         
ideology to secure a base in Congress. Attempting to tame an increasingly divided legislative,                           
PT openly relied on its militant basis and support from organized social movements, and                           
signaled with policy changes and creating institutional channels of communication with these. In                         
order to pressure Congress into voting their reforms, PT turned to its social movements origins;                             
in the first moment, their historical claims were put into policy and legislation, and new channels                               
of participative democracy were constructed. 
 
The establishment of the Ministry of Cities as first official action in 2003 of Lula gave hope that                                   
finally a sustainable urban reform would take place. While initially the Ministry counted with                           
specialists committed to a democratic reform, such as Raquel Rolnik, former UN Special                         
Rapporteur on the Right to Housing, in 2005 political pressures by corruption scandals caused                           





The National Movement of the Fight for Housing emerged in 1990 to “to fight for the                               
implementation of articles 182 and 183 of the Constitution”(Maria Clara, interview,                     
20.03.2015). Also of marxist orientation, the movement presents a comprehensive vision of a                         
11 
 
renewed city, based on the needs of the ‘working class’. While its founding rationale                           
approximate it from other movements, a careful look at their projects unveils a complex                           
mechanism of bringing a holistic view of urban problems to practice. I decided to work closely                               
with this movement, considering their combined strategic actions in institutionalized and                     
non­institutionalized arenas, as well as proponents of the two most interesting cases of modern                           
squats, Manoel Congo and Chiquinha Gonzaga.  
 





The main concern of the leaderships of the movement was over the occupation in Padre Gabriel,                               
Cariacica, which received eviction notice from the municipal court. The squatter started in                         
March 2014, and currently has 42 families permanently residing, with another 50 families with                           
built houses insight, but with alternative homes. The plot belongs to the Municipality, and is                             
adjacent to an abandoned construction site of a public health facility, abandoned since 2011 and                             







The other, at Vila Petronio, is still not targeted by an eviction order, but the municipality should                                 





In 1997, the Movement of the Homeless Workers ( was stemmed from an initial initiative of the                                 
MST (Landless Workers’ Movement) to expand its presence into the urban. The movement’s                         
strategy is to organize massive occupations in key areas and the peripheries, integrating the                           
struggle for habitation and the development of infrastructure in the peripheries. It has become                           






This research can be roughly divided into two overlapping parts, oriented by Grounded Theory                           
structure. The first part was designed to delimit the ‘basic social process’ (Charmaz 2006, 20)                             
concerning the struggle for housing and a sustainable idea of city taking place in                           
institutionalized and noninstitutionalized arenas. The second part consisted in participant                   
observation with a state chapter of the MNLM over a three month span (and still ongoing), that                                 
served to study how the patterns exposed in the first part played out in the everyday practice of                                   
grassroots social movements and on recently established communities struggling for securing                     
their rights.  
 
The research is oriented by action research, as I, being a lawyer in Brazil, had the opportunity to                                   
work closely in the defence of the Padre Gabriel Community, also having access to MNLM’s                             





At the initial stages of the research, publicly accessible official documents such as laws, policies                             
and program directives, e.g. the National Housing Policy from 2004 and the Statute of the City                               
from 2001, were analyzed through its impacts in urban movements and activism, focusing on the                             
shortcomings for material and political gains. 
 
Most of the important social movements have an established presence online which highlight                         
their shifting goals and tactics. Furthermore, there is a burgeoning scene of independent media                           






The decisions from state and federal courts in Brazil can be easily accessed online. The initial                               
sampling included the most paradigmatic cases that reached the superior instance, the Superior                         
and Supreme Courts , as well as decisions from state courts concerning cases of significant                           1
public appeal, such as Pinheirinho, or containing judicial reasoning that extrapolated the                       
automatic eviction orders. This phase mostly served to expose the limits of the judicial sphere                             
and the delimiting of themes and patterns that would later feed into further research and be                               
studied within the theoretical outline of this research. It was, as explained in the following                             
section, to extract the trials from the surrounding advocacy and counter­advocacy tactics.  
 
During the period working with the Padre Gabriel community, I collaborated with their attorney                           
in establishing the best trial strategy; I had to study carefully all the limited legal possibilities for                                 
maintaining the squatters basic rights, i.e. halting the eviction order and gaining more time for                             
the movement to exert pressure over the municipality.  
 
As a licensed attorney in Brazil, I have the prerogative to access trial documents of any case,                                 




The second part of the research consisted in participant observation, as an human rights observer                             
for the State of Espirito Santo Bar Association, and, most significantly, with the state of Espirito                               
Santo chapter of the National Movement of the Fight for Housing (MNLM – Movimento                           
Nacional de Luta pela Moradia), from early March on. I made contact with the group and                               
attended a plenary meeting, following which I was invited to participate and assist in different                             
aspects of the movement’s activities, allowing me to be in contact with the everyday issues that                               
arose and gain insider knowledge of a key moment in the redetermination of the strategies of the                                 




organisation. Also, I had hands on contact with all aspects of two squatted communities’                           





c)Collaborating with the advocacy for the rights of the Squat of Padre Gabriel, in Cariacica –                               
ES, which in turn entailed to: 
­ Multiple visits to the community, including two weekly plenaries; 
­ Attending a negotiating meeting with the Mayor and the social secretaries of the municipality                             
of Cariacica, as legal counsellor to the Movement, to discuss amicable solutions; 
­ Drafting, in collaboration with the movements voluntary attorney, a legal action for the                           
maintenance of the provision of basic services to the community; and stalling the execution of                             
the eviction order, at least until the municipality guarantees the rights of the squatters. 
 
The contact with the Movement also allowed me to study closely three examples of sustainable                             
urbanisation projects initiated by direct action that today are pointed as the framework for future                             
bottom­up projects in collaboration with government authorities: The auto­regulated squats in                     




This research is designed with tools from Grounded Theory Research, in which the analysis of                             
data is not sharply disassociated from its collection; a reflective process, in which theoretical                           
analysis emanate from the empirical reality(Charmaz 2008). In GT, ‘early data analysis’ serves                         
to focus ‘further data collection’ which ‘illuminates and informs construction of emergent                       






• Constructing analytic codes and categories from data, not from preconceived                     
logically deduced hypotheses  










A key aspect of this framework is that it allows the continuous shift between inductive and                               
abductive reasoning. The former implies the constant coding of data as a cornerstone of the                             
research, allowing the emergence of patterns which serve to orient theoretical sampling of                         
further data and the amalgamation of different issues appearing in the literature. At the same                             
time, the abductive process entailed considering multiple theoretical understandings of the                     
emergent findings, guaranteeing a level of abstraction for the research(Ibid, 128).  
 
This reflective process was analysed through the prism of action research, which ‘incorporates                         
popular knowledge’ and ‘is tied directly to social­political action and achieving social                       
goals’(Neuman 2014, 30). Siding with squatters forced me to familiarize myself with their                         
expertise, and situate the judicial battle at hand within a wider advocacy strategy, seeking                           
instrumental uses of law, policy and discourse. This served as fuel to scrutinize the data by                               





Furthermore, my legal practice background sensitized me to the limits of institutional reform and                           
positive epistemologies of human rights. Anthropology has positioned itself as aware of the                         
`power­laden constraints` of scientific knowledge, while remaining capable of looking through                     
overarching theories into the everyday consequences of institutional reform. Legal                   
Anthropology, as Wilson (2006) explains it, is more concerned with “the social life of rights –                               
that is, the social forms  that coalesce in and around formal rights practices and                 
formulations, and which are usually hidden in the penumbra of the official political process’, i.e.                             
how rights are used to maintain existing structures of power, instead of empowering those that                             
need protection. Also, it is equipped to translate normalised actions, sometimes apparently                       
pointless, into interpretations of existing legal documents and as proponents of new ones. This                           
conceptual framework, allowed me to follow the thread of the housing rights amongst different                           
institutional levels, always returning to how individuals experienced it, and how seemingly                       
progressive measures could cause obstacles that other grand theories simply could not detect. 
 
Hale describes activist research, in which the whole design of the research is constructed together                             
with organised groups, ‘to formulate strategies for transforming these conditions and to achieve                         
the power necessary to make these strategies effective’(Hale 2001, 13). And that is exactly the                             
goal of the research, to detect, rather than impose, the solutions and readings of human rights                               
practice emanated from the activism itself, and contribute with an often overlooked critical                         











A particular attribute of Grounded Theory is that the data orients the theory. While traditional                             
qualitative research tends to begin with apparent lacunes in the literature and gather data that                             




The empirical problem relates to the wide gap that exists between the legal instantiations                           
of rights to the lived experience of rights, where one encounters the complex reality that                             
there are multiple sources of resistance, emancipation, flourishing, protest and                   
rights­making practices on the ground that are competing and coexisting, and that                       
the human rights discourse is only one language of justice and emancipation.”(Rajagopal                       
2006, 419) 
 
A point that marks this research is its clear political alignment with the struggle of the squatters                                 
within the wider struggle for the right to the city, currently an important trend in human rights                                 
theory. This positions emanates from the empirical and normative characters of human rights ­                           
the former relates to ‘what people do with human rights’; the later, that they are ‘for something:                                 
challenging the extant instantiations of power, achieving emancipation, ending domination and                     
oppression’ (Goodhart 2013, 33).  
  
The language of Human Rights has positioned itself as the quintessential language of resistance,                           
emancipation and ethical conduct (see Rajagopal 2003; Baxi 2009; Harvey 2012). Often, it                         
absorbs and obscures emancipatory discourses emanating from sources others than the liberal,                       
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western, epistemology of mainstream human rights (Rajagopal 2006A: 419). However, Human                     
rights are eminently contentious both externally, against rival ideologies and internally,                     
concerning what emancipation entails (Goodhart 2013). Static understandings of human rights                     
must always be viewed critically, as ‘narrow and limited definitions of human rights often                           
reflect power and privileges at work and operate to reinforce and perpetuate them (Stammers                           
1993). In this context, institutionalization under policies must be viewed with suspicion, and                         
resorting to top­down tools of participation, with the constant view of subversion: 
 
Oppressed peoples, in the vast majority of cases, have no alternative but to wage struggles                             
for rights and redress using the language, the legal and political tools, and even the                             
funding of their oppressors. They regularly engage in subversion, imbue the dominant                       
with alternative meanings, find room for maneuver, and in so doing, bring about                         
consequences that are quite different than the ones that the dominant actors had in                           
mind(Hale 2006, 16) 
 
Alvarez et al. position Cultural Politics as an important concept to understand the current                           
strategies of Latin American social movements. The authors define it as a ‘process enacted when                             
sets of social actors shaped by, and embodying, different cultural meanings and practices come                           
into conflict with each other’. It is a process that moves beyond the enactment of long claimed                                 
concepts such as a right to shelter and auto­regulation into policy, to propose a continuous                             
subversion of the understandings of concepts proposed from ‘above’, permanently in contact                       
with the material needs of the less privileged. Within this concept, culture goes beyond the static                               
understanding of canonical expressions “to involve a collective and incessant process of                       
producing meanings that shapes social experience and configures social relations” (Alvarez et al.                         
1998, 3) 
 
Within this political conflicting view of culture, narrow understandings of human rights can do                           
more than just serve as tool for states to perpetuate their actions before the international sphere,                               
but effectively to tame and deradicalize internal forces of resistance. Cannon, quoting Lievesley,                         
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states that the rise to power of left­wing parties in Latin America showcases the political                             
strength of struggle in the regions, but also inaugurates new conflicts as these governments                           
attempt to ‘give struggle a state form as a way of defusing it’(2012: 173).  
 
The conflict lies not only in the struggle for material gains, but in challenging who gets to                                 
dictate the valid forms of expressing claims as well as the possible rewards of the struggle for                                 
rights. As the holders of power attempt to channel the organic unrest through institutionalized                           
arenas of participation and meanings, in order to study and make contributions to the current                             
social conflicts, one has to look beyond what is portrayed as political, to accept as political                               
practices of everyday struggle, such as squatting, that contain within them political messages,                         
politics of the act, as Day (2004) names this. 
 
Collective actors enact cultural politics not only when movements make cultural­based claims or                         
deploy culture to mobilize participants, but when they “intervene in policy debates, attempt to                           
resignify dominant cultural interpretations of politics, or challenge prevailing political practices                     
(Alvarez et al. 1998, 6). By participating in policy debates the very best one can achieve is to                                   
limit the damage, since the very premise is inimical to the idea of people managing their own                                 
affairs. (Graeber 2004) 
  
As Alvarez et al. point out, the citizenship proposed by Latin American social movements views                             
“the democratic struggles as encompassing a redefinition not only of the political system but                           
also of economic, social, and cultural practices that might engender a democratic ordering for                           
society as a whole” (1998, 2). When cultural politics are viewed as wars of interpretation, the                               
struggle over meaning exposes underlying material conflicts that shape the struggles of social                         
movements for “the democratization of society and for highlighting the less visible and often                           
neglected implications of these struggles” (Ibid, 7). In the words of Dagnino, “the power to                             
interpret, and the active appropriation and invention of language, are crucial tools for emergent                           
movements seeking visibility and recognition for the views and actions that filter out from their                             
dominant discourses’”(Ibid, 7). This set the tone for the urban movements in Brazil and                           
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throughout Latin America, where the fight for institutional reform is only the first step, and must                               
be repeatedly freshened by subversion of mainstream prisms of interpretation. 
  
Among words that are in the epicentre of the struggle, are democracy, decentralization,                         
governance, development, auto­regulation, politics, and even civil society – concepts widely                     
used in mainstream national and international documents, giving them an air of modernity and                           
progressive message, but denying the intrinsic dynamic nature of language. When viewed                       
through the lens of Cultural Politics, the strategic considerations of the positions adopted are                           
exposed and progressive political messages can re enter the debate through unconventional,                       
often performative, medium. In the conception of Alvares et al., Cultural politics are viewed as a                               
battlefield, a “process enacted when sets of social actors shaped by, and embodying, different                           
cultural meanings and practices come into conflict with each other”(1998, 7). 
  
Cultural politics is at the epicenter of the current human rights debates, as alternative meanings                             
of these must be constantly presented by those that need the most. In order to perceive these                                 
expression, one must be ready to look beyond the channels pointed by the powerful as legitimate                               
arenas of human rights deliberation, even going so far as read messages not voiced. 
3.1.1 The Right to Adequate Housing, Right to the City and                     
Cidadania 
 
[...]​residential illegality generates an insurgence of political and civil rights among the                       
urban poor, who learn to use law to legitimate their land claims and who thereby compete                               
in legal arenas from which they have been excluded. Thus, my argument is that for the                               
working classes of the autoconstructed peripheries, illegal residence initiates the                   
opportunity not only for legitimate property ownership through the eventual legalization                     





The right to adequate housing, as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, was                                   
enshrined in Art. 25.1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and art. 11.1 of the                               
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. It has been developing through                         
the last four decades to encompass not only the right to a shelter, but also to the right to                                     
mobility, closeness to services and labour, as well as the right to participate on urban                             
management of resources. As any social right, it is widely understood as a progressive positive                             
obligation by States (UN­HABITAT 2003, § 26). 
 
The Right to the City, although initiated by Lefebvre, has taken a life of its own. It counterposes                                   
‘rights in the city’ and is on the rationale of grassroots, local governments and international                             
bodies, and its ‘radical’ status is never challenged (UNESCO UN­HABITAT 2009: 36; see                         
Souza 2014). However, it can have a restrictive meaning: ‘the right to a better, more ‘human’                               
life in the context of the capitalist city, the capitalist society and on the basis of a (“reformed”                                   
and “improved”) representative “democracy”’, when, in fact, Lefevbre proposed a ‘true human                       
and enjoyable city’, in the context of a very different, just society’(Souza 2010: 318 and Purcel                               
2002).  
 
Holston (2008) traces the history of Brazilian citizenship from one centred in political                         
entitlement attached to property and literacy, following the emancipation of slaves; to a social                           
citizenship during the industrialization process, in which labour rights were granted to curb the                           
new urban masses progressive power in paternalistic fashion; culminating in brutal repression of                         
social unrest during the military junta dictatorship. Towards the end of the iron years, a new                               
form of citizenship emanated from the fight for urban property, moving beyond the labour                           
entitlements of the worker, to the figure of the urban precariat, united through the common                             
struggle for urban property and participation in democratic affairs. 
 
Souza pushes for a radical urban research, grounded on social movements praxis (2014). The                           
author pushes for clarity in the concepts, particularly right to the city, and proposes a                             
understanding of the democratic struggles in current Latin America as based on autonomy. This                           
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concept, autonomy, goes beyond the participation in urban affairs that is lauded by so many                             
mainstream institutions, it means respecting the organic forms of conducting collective affairs                       
that exists beyond a state that is constantly trying to take power over it. 
  
Urban struggles shift from claiming a right to the city, to promoting citizenship, but what is at                                 
stake is taking charge of urban matters and promoting an idea of the city that has people, instead                                   
of profit, as the centerpiece.  
3.1.2. Development, Democratization, Decentralization and         
Governance 
“At the first level, a discourse of democracy ­ interpreted mostly in human rights terms ­                                 
has attempted to constitute itself as the ‘approved’ discourse of liberation and resistance.”                         
(Rajagopal 2006, 137) 
 
Amongst the battle for meanings, the connection of human rights with these concepts is central,                             
as they integrate the rationale of all roleplayers. Defining them means siding with a concept of                               
participatory democracy that is merely ‘crisis managing’ and focus on maintaining                     
governmentality of a pre­established political­economic, technocratic masterplan; and an                 
autonomy based democracy. To achieve this, it is more productive to face democratization as a                             
ongoing process, as opposed to democracy as a final product (Cannon 2012: 222). 
 
During the last decades, decentralization has become commonplace amongst new technologies                     
of government. As much of the democratic discourse, it is attached to, and mostly serves, the                               
overarching concept of development (see Rajagopal 2003). As Souza points out, “works devoted                         
to autonomous, horizontal, self­management­oriented movements and practices began to                 
proliferate from the beginning of the new century”(2014, 9). But the meaning given to these                             
concepts varies greatly from actor to actor. Sometimes the difference is easily detached from                           
textual comparison, sometimes it is only apparent during the implementation of the projects.                         
However, this marks what Dagnino (2002) names the ‘perverse confluence’, in which an active                           
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and propositive civil society is fostered by two opposite political positions ­ one developing                           
from the early social movement struggle dating back to the 1980’s, centered on deepening of                             
democracy and citizenship; and other, neoliberal, design to strip the State from its social                           
responsibilities (Almeida 2006: 128).  
 
Rajagopal states that ‘just as decolonization was the political precursor to modernization of the                           
Third World, democratization could then be the precursor to neoliberal globalization’(2009:                     
321). There are numerous attempts to promote democratic governance in relation to                       
development. However, many of these proposals are conceptualised in such a level of                         
abstraction that it is difficult to assess what they might amount to in terms of social practices.                                 
“They rarely address the question of how proposals would be operationalised and what impact                           
their implementation might have on their retention of meaningful democratic credentials.”                     
(Stammers 2009, 4150) 
 
The idea of “governance­beyond­the­state” is repeatedly attached to neo­liberal policies. “As                     
civil society is charged with taking on the social responsibilities now eschewed by                         
neoliberalism’s shrinking state, its capacity as a crucial political domain for the exercise of                           
democratic citizenship is increasingly being downplayed”(Alvarez et al. 2009, 1). As will be                         
analyzed in the next section, movements in Brazil are currently faced with the dilemma of                             
pushing for radical democracy or collaborating with the government in the institutionalized                       
channels, where space for decision making is mitigated and the bureaucratization and                       
‘line­of­production’ mentality shapes the organization of historically dissident movements. That                   
creates the need for protests and squats as expressions of human rights being exercised. 
  
The mainstream idea of decentralization follows the logic of enterprises. A national and                         
international elite, immune to political debates, establishes a goal, and the implementation of the                           
project is outsourced to the people that will be affect by it. The goal is usually labelled as                                   





The mainstreaming of an understanding of housing rights intrinsically attached to participatory                       
democracy is, at the same time, a mark of the influence of social movements in human rights                                 
norms. Although concentrating in an issue area, problems are understood horizontally,                     
connecting the issue at hand with different sets of rights, formulating alternative political                         
spheres; and vertically, building a narrative of multiple layers of power. In the case of housing,                               
we can see in Brazil (as in many parts of the world experiencing rapid urbanization), an initial                                 
struggle requiring access to urban land and security of tenure, evolving to access to basic                             
services such as public transportation and schooling, and finally to a broad concept of                           
Citizenship rights, basically the right to directly participate on the allocation of resources and                           
urban­planning. 
  
These multifaceted claims influenced norm­building in many re­democratization processes that                   
ensued and, eventually, reached the international sphere. For instance, the last report of the UN                             
Special Rapporteur on the Rights to Adequate Housing, stresses the importance of international                         
human rights mechanisms engaging constructively with the responsibilities of local                   
governments”.(A/HRC/28/62 Rapporteur 2014) The document stresses that decentralization               
must not be linked to privatizaion, and can be understood as: 
  
“a) political decentralization, which transfers power or authority away from the central                       
Government; b) fiscal decentralization, which shifts financial resources to more local                     
governments; and c) administrative decentralization, which moves the administration of                   
programmes and policies to more local authorities. It is generally agreed that all three                           
forms of decentralization need to occur together for successful outcomes, generally                     
moving from transfer of political authority, through transfer of resources to transfer of                         
administration.” 
  
The concepts of “autonomy, voluntary association, self­organization, mutual aid, direct                   
democracy” did not start with the globalization movements, or even with the ‘New Social                           
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Movements’ of the 60’s onwards. In fact, as Graeber (2004) points out, they relate to traditional                               
theories of anarchism which has been largely overlooked by academics. Nowadays, it appears in                           





[...]by virtue of the ‘subtle’ influence of the state machinery on civil society’s                         
organizations (for instance, a gradual ‘adjustment’ of the agendas and dynamics of social                         
movements to the agenda and dynamics of the state) and their militants (‘seduction of                           
power’), social movements’ critical sense and energy can diminish—and in extreme cases                       
even perish (Souza 2006: 335) 
 
The implementation of an inclusive urban policy has long been a claim of brazilian urban                             
movements. That follows a trend of social movements, that construct struggles rooted in                         
everyday issues ‘in ways that demand their institutionalization’ (Stammers 2009: 1867).  
 
As Pruijit defines it: ‘Institutionalization means that a movement is channeled into a stable                           
pattern based on formalized rules and laws. Expected behavior becomes clearly defined;                       
sanctions are in place. The institutionalization of a movement means that it loses its identity.                             
Institutionalization also implies a changed movement action repertoire: conventional methods                   
take place of disruption (2003: 2­3) 
 
It is necessary to perceive politics beyond ‘what we do in formal arenas” (Rajagopal 2003A,                             
416), since these are created on the expectation of demands, however progressive they might be.                             
This, Day explains, creates a ‘positive feedback loop’, in which the strengthening of apparatuses                           





The focus on civil society as a constantly renewed political sphere, capable of ‘extending and                             
radicalising existing rights, was explored by Habermas’ studies on the need for an energetic civil                             
society to keep the communicative structures of the public sphere intact. His account of Cohen                             
and Arato’s ‘dual politics’ of new social movements, divided into “offensive and defensive                         
goals”: 
  
“Offensively, these movements attempt to bring up issues relevant to the entire                       
society, to define ways of approaching problems, to propose possible solutions, to                       
supply new information, to interpret values differently, to mobilize good reasons                     
and criticize bad ones. Such initiatives are intended to produce a broad shift in                           
public opinion, to alter the parameters of organized political will­formation, and to                       
exert pressure on parliaments, courts, and administrations in favor of specific                     
policies. “Defensively’, they attempt to maintain existing structures of association                   
and public influence, to generate subcultural counterpublics and               
counterinstitutions, to consolidate new collective identities, and to win new terrain                     
in the form of expanded rights and reformed institutions.” (Habermas 1990, 370) 
  
For the purposes of this research, Nancy Fraser’s (1993) concept of ‘strong publics’ is                           
particularly helpful. Characterized by ‘a strong associational dynamic and a commitment to                       
inclusive, critical debate’, they are distinguished from a ‘weak public’ of liberal thinking ,                           
stressing the separation of civil society and the state and giving the former only the role of a                                   
watchdog. They move beyond consideration of civil society in the context of democratization to                           
considering the dynamics of how civil society relates to the market. In this context, they see a                                 
strong public as constituting ‘the realm of emancipation, of alternative imaginations of economic                         
and social relations, and of ideological contest’ (ibid.: 8; also Cannon et al. 2013:251) 
 
Although valid and useful, Fraser’s and Habermas accounts of civil society as independent                         
entities has been criticized as unable to grasp the reality, particularly in Latin America, of the                               
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relationship between civil society and the state, as well as the power relations within civil                             
society. The question, for Stammers, remains if human rights can maintain their ‘emancipatory                         
thrust’ through processes of institutionalization. (Stammers 1877). 
  
What has been named “the iron law of oligarchy” by Roberto Michels is the tendency of                               
“transformation of what had been participatory and less bureaucratic organizations into formal                       
organizations with hierarchical and self­reproducing authority structures’ (Davis et al.. 2005:                     
xiii) (1903 Stammers). This transformation, Cohen and Arato defend, is ‘both negative and                         
avoidable’, but it must be noted that ‘movements cannot influence structures’ from within                         
without ‘succumbing to the pressure for self­instrumentalization” (Cohen & Arato 1992: 561) 
  
The establishment of a policy freezes the political debate concerning a determined subject.                         
Furthermore, it lures existing social movements to political channels deeply constricted by the                         
possibilities of the policy, delegitimising progressive voices within the movements and setting                       
discursive balances to gross­violations of housing rights continually perpetrated. 
  
This is clearly exemplified in many of the cases studies in Chapter 4. While actions that lack                                 
support of institutionalized movements tend to be repressed swiftly, these movements tend to                         
focus on changes within the political sphere, conditioning direct action to this goal, merely as a                               
form of protest and pressure. In the few cases all tactics are combined, i.e. when movements                               
construct strategies of actions with the immediate needs of the precariat at the spotlight,                           
combining this with the pedagogical­political know how and rights based framing, results can be                           
sustainable and propose, in its essence, a new experience of the urban.  
  
While the institutionalization of human rights and social movements can be seen as a victory,                             
particularly when through a political party that stemmed from movements and accedes to                         
government, the reality is much more complex. De Souza contends that, while important to                           






The formation of Favelas and the cultural ties related to being a ‘favelado’ are the setting stone                                 
of urban unrest in Brazil. Much has been written on the clandestine formation of communities                             
on the sub­utilized lacunes of Brazilian rapid urbanisation, centered on improvised infrastructure                       
and the construction of alternative bounds and societal organisations. Modern squatters have                       
incorporated a more politically oriented action, conscious of the lacunes in legislation as well as                             
having a clear, albeit raw, vision of their needs within a larger context. As historically happened                               
in Europe, combining ‘ political aspirations (changing the course of urban restructuring to reflect                           
the interests of the working population) and economic demands (suitable rehousing of displaced                         
tenants’ (Pruijl 2003: 3). 
 
When the limitations of the institutionalized channels are exposed, combined with the housing                         
deficit and abundance of empty property, squatting comes as a organic reaction (Pruijit 2003: 1).                             
Squatting is a fundamental expression of Direct Action, ‘often illegal but generally seem as                           
legitimate’ (Souza 2006: 330), form of activism that aims to surpass the role of the state as                                 
provider of rights, experiencing them as if the state (or any form of power­over) does not exist,                                 
i.e. the ‘insistence, when face with structures of unjust authority, on acting as if one is already                                 
free’ (Graeber 2009, 203) Contrary to that are the everyday practices that continue to exist                             
without recognition or even repression. The grassroots organisations that insist on improvising                       
immediate enjoyment of rights as well as influencing the political spaces that remain closed to                             
and by the institutionalised channels. 
 
Autocontruction, squatting or direct action is living in a dwelling without the consent of the                             
owner, molding and repairing the empty property with the intention of using for a long­term.                             
Urban unrest and resistance connected to this practice transformed the urban poor in Brazil from                             
renters and squatters to owners in less than one generation, during the 60’s and 70’s. Owning                               
became the exclusive “emancipation from employer domination and state regulation and, as                       
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such, a means to reevaluate both their personal and their collective place in Brazilian society”                             
(Houlston, 196). As explained, the act of fighting for urban land created an image through which                               
a wider struggle for radical democratic city governance could take form.  
 
The construction of the favelas was made in the form of multirões, episodic congregations of                             
affinity groups, usually for the construction of something. Historically, communities gathered                     
together on weekends to conduct ‘multirões’ of construction, mobilizing scarce resources and                       
organically organizing the work­force: strong people carry materials, other cook and take care of                           
children, those who work on the construction industry as bricklayers are promoted to engineers.  
 
Zibechi points to a similar issue in the auto­constructed city of El Alto, built by its inhabitants                                 
on the periphery of La Paz (2010). Neighbors associated themselves in semi­isolated                       
communities of less than 1000 people surrounding the struggle for property rights. In these small                             
communities, direct representation on decision making was the rule. On contrast, the author                         
maintains, the USAID report claimed that the city would be best organized in ‘barrios of five to                                 
eight thousand inhabitants’, as a minimal urban dwelling, in which development goals such as                           
‘citizen participation and deepening of democracy’ would be more sustainable. The flagrant                       
paradox is only possible within the compounds of the top­down idea of representation, which                           
would irrevocably be exercised through the state.  
 
The government did not create the autoregulation of housing formation in Brazil. This                         
phenomena has and will exist within and outside state intervention, as one can not undermine                             
the persistence of a primal will to inhabit decently and its inevocable consequences. What it did                               
was propose an idea of what autoregulation is and where its legitimacy lies. The problem is                               
when the government proposes this idea as the product of a finalized political debate. It is in the                                   
nature of lawmakers to try and rationalize the surrounding world. Day maintains that direct                           
action is necessary to break out of the ‘positive feedback loop’ explained in the former section, it                                 





Direct action presents a frontal attack on the liberal notion of social rights as positive obligations                               
of States. It forces the government out of the comfortable inertia of gradual implementation of                             
social programmes to an active role, having to face the dilemma of allowing the                           














In this chapter, I study the urban policy from the perspective of the urban poor, particularly on                                 
the shortcomings of the institutionalized participatory channels and housing programs, leading                     
to a renewal in protest and direct action importance. I go on to show when direct action is                                   
praised or marginalized by governments and movements, concentrating on the later’s                     
deployment of resources in different fronts of action. As will be analysed, the opening of new                               
institutional channels of interference allowed the executive power to fully control the                       
implementation of the policy and have the upper hand in bargaining with the heads of the                               
established movements. This had devastating consequences on the organization of social                     
movements, key actors on promoting the rights of the less privileged, as they replaced the                             
traditional role of the State as the new bureaucratic channels of rights realisation, abandoning                           
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radical and holistic ideas of the city and focusing on achieving housing projects for its                             
associates. I argue that if limited to the official instruments of human rights, the struggle                             
for rights faces unavoidable instrumentation and falls under the state selectivity for                       
material implementation.  
4.1. The Statute of the City and the Urban Policy under the                       
Workers’ Party Government 
 
“Our objective is to change the law. But the law is always made to benefit the strongest” ­                                   
Maria Clara, interview 20.03 
 
After years of deliberation and popular pressure, the Statute of the City was adopted in 2001,                               
still on Fernando Henrique administration. It can be divided into three areas of interest: the                             
usage and occupation of the land, the possibility of legalizing a­legal settlements, and popular                           
participation on decision making (da Silva 2013: 174).  
 
To curb real estate speculation, it prescribed progressive taxation, compulsory utilization or                       
selling of property not fulfilling its social destination.  
 
The Statute of the City prescribed, in an attempt to regulate past favelas and squats, amongst                               
other legal instruments, the Special Adverse Possession of Urban Property, the Special Use for                           
Habitation Concession, the Concession of the Legal Right to Use and the Special Zones of                             
Social Interest, all destined to the poor families occupation of urban land (Brazil, Ministry of                             
Cities 2001). Adverse possession can be classified as somewhat exchizophrenical. It creates the                         
possibility of granting property to established neighborhoods after five years of uninterrupted                       
possession . It was necessary to concede such rights, as it would be simply no viable to evict the                                   2
enormous segment of the population in these settlements, which also became a potent electorate                           




the act of squatting is still considered clandestine and illegal, discouraging future favelas. It is                             
not possible, however, to have adverse possession over public property, and the special                         
concessions were created for this end. They are even more problematic as, even though they are                               
supposed to provide security, that can be lifted at the discretion of the administration if a ‘higher                                 
public interest’ is present ­ an excuse widely used under the guise of development and, in some                                 
cases, relating to mass events such as the World Cup and Olympics (see Faulhauber 2014).  
 
Another important feature emanated from social movements claims was the creation of the                         
Council of Cities. This deliberative body was established in 2004 and counted with members of                             
different movements and citizens representatives, including MNLM. This trickled down with                     
opportunities for participation (consultation) of citizens in councils in all levels (municipal,                       
regional, state) of the administration.  
 
The Council of Cities boostered the discussion of the National Habitation Plan, adopted in 2004,                             
divided on the National Fund of Social Interest Housing (Fundo Nacional de Habitação) and the                             
National System of Social Interest Housing. The PlanHab divided the Federal programmes in two                           
fronts: improvement (urbanization) of settlements and mass production of housing. The National                       
Fund created a series of funding and subsidies opportunities for the production and development                           
of homes, amongst which the most important was the Solidary Credit, designed for the                           
autogestion of project by associations of residents.  
 
The Council ended up having more symbolic than actual power, as it was used only to discuss                                 
topics imposed by the government. The movements were mostly happy to abide, since they                           
constructed the Workers’ Party project together with the party (Maria Clara, interview, 20.03).                         
What happened, though, was that the governmentality was more important to the party, that had                             
to respond to its heterogeneous supporting coalition of parties. Therein lies the problem: by doing                             
so, at the same time as they pushed their own reforms with the legitimizing seal of social                                 





This is the fundamental difference of social movements control in Latin America post                         
redemocratization politics: right leaning governments tend to implement a process of                     
democratization, utilizing social movements as implementers of top­down projects, at the same                       
time, movements remain outside of state intervention, and position themselves as oppositors.                       




On 2007 and 2009, respectively, the two largest programs, in numbers, were launched: The                           
Development Acceleration Program (PAC) and the My House My Life (Minha Casa Minha                         
Vida ­ MCMV). Together, they meant the investment of over 17 billion Reais between 2007 and                               
2010 (Brasil/Ministry of Cities 2010). These programs, laudes as the largests housing programs                         
in history, with an eminently social rationale, have a fundamental flaw: they were designed                           
primarily to inject public funds into the construction industry, to curb the effects of the global                               
financial crisis (Silva 2013: 179). Hence, to be considered viable, projects had to generate profit                             
for the construction companies, which would determine the viability. Projects are implemented                       
in peripheral zones with almost inexistent infrastructure, lowering the cost of the terrain. The                           
money saved on the plot has to be expended by the government in rushed infrastructure                             
improvements, such as bringing streets, sewer, electricity, mobility, schools, hospitals and so                       
forth. Most often, these constructions are still on paper when the housing facilities are                           
inaugurated, ending the responsibility of the contractor. it is important to note that social                           
movements were invited to join the discussion, but only when the program was already designed                             
towards the last phases of the process (Rodrigues 2013: 55).  
 
As a response to criticism by social movements, the Minha Casa Minha Vida ­ Entidades (My                               
House My Life ­ Entities) was formed. It corresponds to less than 10% of its older brother, and                                   





The first stage of the Minha Casa Minha Vida started in 2009 set the goal to build one million                                     
homes, with the investment of 34 billion reais (Brasil/Ministry of Cities 2010); indeed a vast                             
number, unparalleled in history. On 2010, the second stage of the program was launched,                           
predicting two million residences until 2014. The selection of the residents would be made by                             
municipal and state governments. However, it is estimated that 18 million families applied                         
(Boulos 2012, 47). The insufficiency of the program is flagrant and, at the same time, money                               
was being diverted from others, perhaps more democratic, programs. Furthermore, it is even                         
more alarming that the most precarious sector, the lumpenproletariat earning less than 3                         
minimum wages was the least privileged by this program, as it was less attractive to private                               
companies. Every single squatter I came in contact with refered to the program as ‘minha casa                               
minha dívida’ (My house my debt), a clever pun.  
 
In conclusion, although the urban movements had unprecedented access to the institutional                       
sphere and social programs presented favourable number concerning the production of homes,                       
the hegemonic vision of the city as an arena of capital accumulation was never challenged.                             
Development mass projects and the privatized model of the social programs meant that the                           
construction companies had vast resources at disposal to employ in aggressive real­estate                       
speculation. As the prices skyrocketed, areas communally occupied by years were reclaimed                       





“Saturday morning, the meeting is at Maria Clara’s house, an old time leader, she’s been                             
with the Movement since the beginning and is one of the national leaders and state                             
representative. Twelve people are present ­ municipal chapters leaderships, squats’                   
representatives, squatters themselves, also a representative from an organization                 
responsible for the construction of Minha Casa Minha Vida projects. After initial prayers                         
and statements, Clarinha, which just returned from a national meeting of the National                         
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Housing Council, presents the demands from the national directive, centered on a day of                           
action in which the state chapter would protest for the disposal of a public building in                               
central Vitória for the movements restore and inhabit. The municipal leaders are not sold,                           
there are three squats in desperate situation, with pressure from local authorities and even                           
an eviction order. There is a stalemate between the two positions. When my opinions is                             
asked for, I maintain that both fronts are important and apparently can be combined. The                             
assembly ends with the grassroots members reluctantly accepting the date, while a                       
document is to be sent to the national council with a list of demands and considerations.”                               
(State Assembly of the MNLM, field note, 20.03.2015) 
 
The passage above depicts current debates in urban movements organization. With                     
unprecedented institutional channels and funds at their disposal, traditionally radical movements                     
have to divide resources between old practices of mass mobilization and teaching, protests,                         
direct action and official mechanisms of advocacy and participation. Although sometimes not                       
conflicting, the sheer size and complexity of the new bureaucratic space is so demanding (and                             
unforgiving occasionally) that movements must prioritize some conducts in detriment of others,                       
failing to conciliate immediate needs and progressive realization of rights.  
 
The passage shows grassroots groups, united through squatting, as more concerned with their                         
own problems, wary of participating in national mobilizations. The strategy seems short­sighted                       
and individualistic, but, as a squat leader pointed out, ‘it feels like they were lending their                               
legitimacy to actions they have no control over and with no material gain for them’ and, he                                 
continued ‘if my people go there and are evicted at the next day, I’m not sure they will back the                                       
movement never again’ (José Maria, State Assembly, 20.03). There was a general discontent                         
with the verticalization of the movements, as Elias maintained that ‘the national is only                           
interested in MCMV­E. They focus only on accessing public funds and implementing large and                           
sporadic housing enterprises and forget to form the “base”’ (Elias, State Assembly, 20.03) The                           
discontentment with the movement is not only in the lack of support for urgent situations, but is                                 





“With MCMV­E, the ‘entities’ received funds and forgot the politics. 10 years without                         
militancy and now, that the funds are gone and everybody is mobilizing, they want to do it                                 
again. So we, the base, now have to go and support the National, so they can get money,                                   
but when the money comes they don't sit with us. They never came here to the state to                                   
explain and instruct us on how to make MCMV­E projects.” 
 
The protests took place and eventually led to a discussion table with representatives of the                             
Federal Union, owner of the building, the UNMP and MTST, that ran smooth and without                             
confrontation. The building in discussion is ten stories high, on the centre of Vitória. It has been                                 
abandoned for over 20 years and has been occupied back in 2002. On the occasion, Maria Clara                                 
led the occupation, but a quick negotiation with the Federal Police led to the short life of the                                   
action, with promesses of a quick regularization with the movement’s leadership, which never                         
happened. Now, again, promesses; but this time they are confident it will bring results quickly. It                               
was settled that the three movements, plus the local administration would share the available                           
apartments ­ approximately 80 total.  
 
Even movements that are strategically out of institutionalized deliberative arenas, such as                       
MTST, appear to have their actions completely directed to the public sphere, only turning to                             
grassroots for support and legitimacy. The movement initially focused on the auto­construction                       
of ‘rural­urban’ settlements (rururbanos), areas on the peripheries of large cities that aimed at                           
providing housing for city workers paired with common areas of cultivation of food. Soon, it                             
abandoned this tactic entirely and nowadays focus its attention to pressuring the government for                           
the urban reform and gaining MCMV projects for its affiliates. Despite being self­proclaimed an                           
outsider, not abiding by institutional channels such as councils and participatory budgets, the                         
movements actions, such as occupations, do not emanate from the needs of those involved, but                             
from the higher echelons, that promote actions designed exclusively to exert pressure over the                           
governments and gather habitational units for its members.  
 
MTST began its activities only after the institutionalisation of housing rights. According to                         
Boulos, leader of the organization, “our intention is not for people to stay on the lots and                                 
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‘favelize’, our perspective is to establish an occupation as a form of pressure over the public                               
power and the speculators”, leading to the use of “idle spaces, construct popular housing”                           
(2014).  
 
As Boulos maintains, they do not seek to establish permanent settlements. In MTST                         
occupations, they even forbid the traditional “gato”, clandestine connections that historically                     
brought energy, water and even cable TV to favelas and squats in general. The squatters have the                                 
sole purpose of a tool for pressuring the administration. The lack of basic services makes it                               
unsuitable for housing, the people the join MTST occupations generally live somewhere else and                           
are present only for roll calls in predetermined periods, also taking turns in spending the nights.                               





The direct forms of acting of MTST are centred on the direct fight against our                             
enemies. This is important because it differentiates us from the majority of urban                         
movements. that opted to focus their actions on the institutional participation:                     
negotiating projects with the State, participating in Councils (habitation council,                   
city, participatory budgeting, ect.) and partnerships with governments. Although                 
the MTST can also negotiate, to us this part of the process will always be in                               
relation to the mobilizations and direct actions of pressure. (MTST 2008: 5) 
 
It is clear that, while it presents itself as ‘enemy’ of the government, its actions are centered on                                   
actions ‘of pressure’ towards said government. While it remains clear of institutionalised                       





“Our key form of action are the occupations of public land. With those we                           
pressure directly the owners and the State, denounce the social problem of housing                         
and construct a process of autonomous organisation of workers. The occupations                     
are always accompanied by a pressure directed to the State organs, with marches                         
and occupations of public buildings. (MTST) 
 
The exclusively symbolic dimension of its actions is also present on the sites their choose. While                               
there is a bigger demand for plots in central areas, or focusing on improving large peripheral                               
communities, MTST focuses on famous sites. For instance, the occupation Copa do Povo                         3
(World Cup of the People), while being completely unsuitable for habitation, reached                       
unparalleled success. This happened because the dwelling was only meters away from the                         
modern Itaquerão, the stadium where the World Cup was to be inaugurated. Around 2000                           
people, while not living permanently in the occupation, participated in it, and the municipal                           
government was quick to implement a housing project at the site, granting the construction                           
contract to the company that owned the land in the first place (Vice 2014). Alleging a change on                                   
the city Master Plan (which was discussed in participatory arenas) and a fraud to the city’s                               
housing program line, the state court suspended the contract one year after it was signed; it is                                 
now being discussed (Santos 2015).  
 
By focusing exclusively on influencing the official institutional channels, even if by                       
unconventional means, MTST’s activism appears to lack the performative experience of rights,                       
and it is debatable if it presents creative interpretations of official documents at all. It                             
concentrates on what Day (2004) names politics of demand, with a strong orientation towards                           
the state, falling in the hegemonic conception, overlooking possibilities not ‘oriented towards                       
achieving state power or to ameliorating its effects. In the MTST rationale, popular support is                             
understood as something to be achieved, in order to grant legitimacy to the movement.  
 




As Souza argues, ‘social movements remain vulnerable in the face of the state apparatus as long                               
as they abdicate to think and to act autonomously. Participation in institutionalized participatory                         
channels can be useful under certain circumstances, but even if the partner is a ‘truly progressive                               




“We all gather around under the abandoned health clinic construction, around 60 people,                         
at least one representative from each household; men, women, elderly, children, dogs.                       
Elias apologizes for not making it to the assembly over the last two weeks. The squatters                               
are afflicted by the threat of the eviction. I explain it will not happen overnight, since the                                 
Military Police follows the rulebook and schedules meetings and a date for the operation,                           
meanwhile, we would fight in all arenas for their rights. Elias maintains that the meeting                             
with the mayor will happen, and from that we will know what to do. The topics shifts to                                   
the maintenance of the squat as apparently people are not taking responsibility for it ­                             
grass is high, there are puddles everywhere as the terrain is uneven, some houses are in                               
poor condition. Elias explain that is imperative that everyone discuss collective topics and                         
work together, this will be determinant in achieving success.” (Padre Gabriel weekly                       
assembly, field notes, 4.4.2015) 
 
Although much of the beneficial provisions of the housing policy were given legal status, the                             
norms were constructed in such a way that the fulfilment of rights had to go through the                                 
administrative sphere managed by the executive power. In this scenario, the judicial branch is                           
instrumentalized as a provider of legitimacy for evictions, which happen at the discretion of the                             
executive branch. As explained, a long process culminated on the elevation of housing as                           
fundamental right inscribed in the Constitution. Furthermore, the Civil Code predicts the ‘social                         
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function of property’ as a paradigm which, combined with the provisions of the Statute of the                               4
City, should guarantee security of tenure to (a)(i)(sub)legal tenants. Although apparent strong                       
legal protections against forced evictions of any kind, the judicial system enshrines property                         
rights above all.  
 
The biggest weapon against ‘recent’ (less than one year) occupations is the eviction “​inaudita                           
altera pars”, ​i.e. without listening to the opposite plaintiff, inscripted in article 928 of the Civil                               
Procedure Code. The filling of a eviction request, if duly backed by a formal proof of property                                 
and minimal indications of lawful usage at some point in the past, usually led to an automatic                                 
eviction order. As noted, if given the opportunity to contradict the request and summon rights,                             
that could halt the bureaucratic wheels and possibly open some sort of negotiation channels with                             
the owners and public institutions. However, since the possibility of evictions without the                         
hearing of the occupiers was the rule, access to justice was only guaranteed after the eviction had                                 
taken place, strongly emptying the importance of this rights.  
 
In the Padre Gabriel case , the construction site had been emptied for over three years, and the                                 5
photos attached in the initial filing proved that the construction was in ruins and the surrounding                               
plot without any signalization or maintenance, with tall grass and water filled ditches resembling                           
a swamp. Nevertheless, the prefeitura justified the urgency of the measure claiming the squatters                           
were hampering the possibility of continuing the construction that would benefit the                       
neighborhood. This is a direct influence of the ‘social function of property’, with all its                             
limitations, even if not enforced automatically by courts, the owner is compelled to justify the                             
lawful utilization of the property, opening new avenues of discussion.  
 
The reasoning behind the urgency of the measure was summed up in this sentence: ‘also, to                               
protect the rights of the squatters, since with the delay of the eviction, more and more people                                 





tend to move in’. The perverse logic denies basic rights to the residents allegedly in their best                                 
interest.  
 
As soon as the order is emitted, a channel of negotiation is opened by the municipality. The                                 
Movement leaderships present a solution based on the existence of several isolated plots the                           
municipality acquired in 2007, with federal funds, to build popular housing projects. The benefit                           
of these plots is that they are located in are already urbanised not needing further investments by                                 
the municipality. Nevertheless, after initially signaling to this alternative, the Mayor turned                       
irreducible and informed he would not negotiate with squatters. 
 
In another illustrative case, following the success of the ‘World Cup of the People’ occupation,                             
MTST applied the same tactic on the ‘Portal of the People’ occupation, seeking in the justice                               
system an intermediate between the squatters and the owners and public authorities. After the                           
initial automatic eviction, the São Paulo Court judged the appeal as follows: 
 
“the property, vacant for over 30 years, was occupied by hundreds of working families                           
that, due to the increase in rental costs, can not maintain such burden without                           
compromising their basic subsistence. The property did not fulfil its ‘social function’,                       
being used as a drug abuse place, crimes, [...]. The squatter by MTST, named “Ocupação                             
Portal do Povo, is formed by over two thousand families, displaying the gravity of the                             
housing deficit. The workers do not wish to remain on the lot indefinitely, or even build                               
an irregular neighborhood, favela or clandestine settlement, being the situation temporary,                     
with the intent to open a channel of dialogue with the Government and the owner to reach                                 
a peaceful settlement, as long as there is a guarantee that the right to decent housing is                                 
fulfilled for the squatters. (TJSP 2014, Agravo de Instrumento nº                   
2115093­89.2014.8.26.0000) 
 
Despite recognizing the reasons for the occupation, the Court eventually ruled in favour of the                             
eviction. There is no legal motivation for that, as the only explanation is the interference of the                                 





Also, owners, specially the government, also apply a series of tactics surrounding the judicial                           
battle. At the Padre Gabriel squat, the state electric firm tried to cut out the clandestine power                                 
connection. Squatters then relied on the sympathy of the workers that were in charge of cutting                               
the lines, as they intentionally left an alternative connection and, reportedly, said they would                           
‘pretend they didn’t notice it’, which would gain another months of energy before they company                             
realized it. At the Vila Petronio squat, at the other hand, police officers tore down shacks that                                 
were being built, without judicial order.  
 
The lack of consistent judicial victories shows the lack of access to justice for the squatters.                               
Justifying the need to squat by the failure of the state to deliver social rights is of limited                                   
possibilities within the Civil Procedures, as even the Supreme Court's positive rulings have been                           
on such restrictive terms that its enforceability is extremely limited. As it is, victories have to be                                 





Paulo, a municipal leader of the movement, gathered documents that proved the purchase, by the                             
municipality, of several plots with federal money, for the specific purpose of building popular                           
houses, back in 2007. However, plans have been unable to develop giving the fragmentation of                             
the plots, which made it difficult to access funds for the construction. This became a key                               
argument on the preservation of the squat, as it established the neglecting of a constitutional                             
right by the municipality fault. 
 
Concomitant to the judicial battle, members of the movement seek to discuss possibilities of                           
cooperation with the municipality administration. Initially, the mayor signaled with a solution                       
for the squatters, a position that was defended by the secretaries of social matters and habitation,                               
leading the movement into withdrawing from appealing the eviction decision. However, the                       
mayor backed from the position, allegedly stating he would not negotiate with squatters. What                           
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ensued was months of negotiating a meeting with the mayor and his secretaries, in which the                               
squatters suffered from the perennial threat of a sudden evictions. 
 
The municipality is clearly falling short on its obligations to provide adequate housing at                           
affordable prices for all segments of the population. Squatting serves, them, as a reopening of                             
the institutional sphere, forcing the authorities to position themselves towards the issues and, at                           
the very least, motivate their actions or lack thereof. The position of the mayors, from both                               
Cariacica and São Paulo ­ two completely different scenarios­ show governments are aware of                           
this, and will respond with brute force and tender negotiation to apparently similar situations,                           
depending on a larger governmentality strategy. Although the new urban policy meant radical                         
gains for the movements and residents, when it fails to deliver, it can be even more demeaning,                                 
revolting and desperate.  
 
When finally the leaders grew tired of wanting a municipal response, the judicial battle ensued                             
and the lack of the municipality carrying on of the housing program, as well as topics discussed                                 
in the next section were argued, and the judge agreed to halt the eviction until the rights of the                                     
squatters is at least attended to by the prefeitura.  
 
The week following this judge informal pronunciation, we scheduled a meeting with the                         
municipal representatives. The meeting was tense, and a stalemate was established: the mayor                         
would not negotiate until the land is occupied. The mayor would not bulge, even after Elias and                                 
Paulo presented sustainable projects of utilization of the property the municipality bought in                         
2007. The final result was somewhat successful, if not tranquilizer. The mayor will cease to                             
aggressively pursue an eviction, while the MNLM should present viable funding options. ‘I just                           
do not know how we going to get it, money is pretty scarce this days’, Elias explains to me.                                     
Nevertheless, smiles can be seen as the squats gained at least another month or so of existence.  





General Comment n. 7 of the CESCR established forced evictions as removals without ‘access                           
to appropriate forms of legal or other protection’. Despite the many compromises present in this                             
document, this rule can favour progressive interpretations already taking place sporadically,                     
limiting the eviction ‘without hearing’ to very limited possibilities. That would ensure effective                         
‘access to justice’ for the squatters, as well as promoting friendly solutions.  
 
Even the most progressive actors tend to see squats as a problem to be solved and avoided. Its                                   
comprehensible, any order craving person is afraid of creating a license to squat, as well                             
favouring solutions that would provide a secure status to the occupants of land.  
 
In that spirit, General Comment n.7 and the National Rulebook for Collective Eviction, a                           
soft­legal document made by the Ministry of Rural Affairs, that started being used in urban                             
evictions as well.  
 
A key avenue to halt the cautionary eviction was not connected to the housing rights legal                               
framework, but children and elderly rights, with a stronger enforceability. The Elderly and                         
Children Statutes state that the Ministério Público has to intervene in cases where these classes                             
of citizens were present. By using the justiciability of these rights that housing rights simply do                               
not have, squatters can, at the very least, extend the duration of the squats.  
 
As a member of the Bar’s Human Rights Commission, I attended an eviction in which the                               
voracity of bureaucracy was in full display. Several families started occupying a                       
semi­rural plot in the outskirts of Vitória. Apparently without use, the owner justified the                           
social function of the land, stating it was sporadically used as a rental grassfield for cattle,                               
a position maintained by the the testimony of one of his employees. At the day of the                                 
eviction, me and a partner attended the operation, starting at 7 A.M. The police officers                             
and public officials responsible informed us that all the guidelines had been followed, all                           
the squatters duly informed of their rights, and that they were neighboring residents,                         
attempting to clandestinely gain some land. All municipalities rights defending bodies                     
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were informed, none attended. At the property, there were around 20 clearly demarcated                         
plots, with two of them with well constructed, brick houses. The squatters claimed a                           
legitimate right to the land, stating that a third party had showed a lawful property title                               
and was selling the land at a fair price. Nevertheless, that was little we could do since the                                   
legality of the operation was granted by a court of law, and the bulldozers started their                               
jobs, while the occupants scrambled to find a place to take their appliances. It was them                               
that we came accross the residents of the second house, a couple of elderlies, aged 78 and                                 
95, illiterate, claiming their son, who lived in a different city, purchased the land for them                               
the live, the only reason they left their home­state of Bahia. The Elderly Statute came in                               
handily them, as the leading officer listened to our pledge, probably more sympathetic                         
than concerned with the lawfulness of the order, and spared the humble house that day, to                               
the protest of the bailiffs. A short lived victory, as the Public Ministry approved the                             
eviction order and the couple left, willfully, a couple of weeks after. 
 
The Guideline Manual, insofar as it establishes a series of obligations prior to the eviction, at the                                 
very least provides some sort of security for the residents, considering that the police will have                               
to get in contact and establish a date for the operation. However, it is not a legally enforceable                                   
document, as it does not provide any penalties for non­abidance. Its power grew after the                             
Pinheirinho Eviction, in which a 6000 people squat dating eight years was brutally evicted by                             
thousands of police officers. After years of negotiation, the municipality executed an eviction                         
order without notice, leaving thousands without a place to go and engaging in warfare­like                           
confrontation with the community. The case is currently awaiting a provision for reparations                         
from the Inter­American Human Rights Commission (Fetterhoff 2012).  
 
However, when used properly, it can have important effect on the lives of many. In the state of                                   
Espirito Santo, cases begin to appear using this rulebook to guarantee rights, as a judge                             
determined, after an informal participation from the Bar’s Human Rights Commission, that a                         
municipality should ‘ensure the relocation of families that could not afford housing; that the                           
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tutelary councils (Child protective bodies) and the Public Ministry would have to intervene in                           
the case before the eviction was carried out .  6
4.. The Holistic Possibilities of Squatting (or, when everything                 
goes right) 
 
This section examines two of the most interesting sustainable examples of modern squatting,                         
Chiquinha Gonzaga and Manoel Congo, both at central Rio de Janeiro. Since both are very                             
similar, the Manoel Congo will be studied, as it has a better presence in media and is fruit of a                                       
more comprehensive project. All considerations apply to the Chiquinha Gonzaga unless noted                       
otherwise. 
 
The Urban League Cooperative, is a sustainable housing initiative of the MNLM, implemented                         
in the Occupation Manoel Congo. It strives to integrate its members, create a communitary                           
income source, provide basic services, all while defending a presence in the central area of Rio                               
de Janeiro and positioning the occupation in a wider context of policy change (Estação                           
Cinelandia 2015). 
 
It was formed in 2007 with the occupation of an abandoned government building, by 42                             
families. After years of conflict, the government agreed to finance the restoration and                         
remodelling of the building. It was not easy, though, as the clandestine connections to power,                             
water and sewerage were consistently disrupted, and the residents had to make due with one                             
communitary kitchen, one bathroom per floor and no elevator. From the beginning, a daycare, a                             
library and a common area for assemblies were established.  
 
Currently, the building is going through restaurations, with all the residents involved. A                         




workforce. Also, professional courses are constantly taught, including IT, waitering,                   
craftsmanship, english, kitchen help, etc.  
 
Both cases provide performative experience of the rights to the city, as they combine multiple                             
needs of the squatters, constructed deliberatively and holistically, combining living in central                       
areas, providing collective income and solutions, as well as horizontal decision making.                       
However, the cases are far from being the rule, as similar actions are still brutally repressed. In                                 
fact, the success of these squatters is most probably a concession on the local government, which                               
was involved in numerous public opinion damaging evictions at the time (Faulhauber 2014). 
 
Lurdinha, one of the national leaderships of the MNLM, active in the state of Rio, points out the                                   
active idea of citizenship promoted in squatting, and pushes for a progressive policy                         
implementation:  
 
“Any working person who comes to live at Manoel Congo is making a choice to accept                               
the challenge of building a new way of interaction, a new society and a new reality. All                                 






























Over the course of the fieldwork, a few issues were recurrently pointed to as obstacles to the full                                   
implementation of the urban policy in accordance with social movements understandings. The                       
cooptation of large social movements, or at least of their national coordination; lack of interest                             
of these movements to invest efforts in grassroots activism, vis a vis the management of projects                               
as partners of the State. The collective account of the Workers’ Party urban policy years is one                                 
of discursive progress and favourable indicators, but a constraint on progressive activism that                         
seeks to reconstruct the pillars of the city. 
 
Squatting is presented as an action capable of curbing these obstacles. While serving as an                             
immediate housing solution, historically important in Brazil, it also serves as citizenship                       
formation mechanism fostering an active role by residents, who also become aware of the legal                             
mechanisms and create a collective identity united through struggle and affinity. At the same                           
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time, the act of squatting serves as a raw political language, that bypasses the institutional                             
channels and reaches the public and political bodies with strong images and underlying                         
messages. These can be the picture of military police force beating workers, children and elderly                             
out of their homes with all their goods;or clear demands for housing and pointing to property                               
which does not fulfil its social obligations, as well as suitable solutions for the housing deficits.  
 
Embedding squats in a human rights language fosters a sense of respect for this illegal practice,                               
and promotes the interpretation of the actions as claims and exercises of rights. Furthermore, it                             
reconciles human rights and a wider process of emancipation, and teases out possible tactical                           
uses of well established rights by the squatters.  
 
It could be argued that this kind of a­legal, denial­of­state, an­archist, action is unproductive, as                             
it propagates a type of city that is wanted to be abolished, leaving the political sphere to the                                   
neoliberal project, and fail to produce sustainable changes in the urban environment. However, I                           
argue, along with the political and performative considerations discussed above, even if                       
academically incorrect, it will continue to occur as it is an activism out of sheer necessity. At the                                   




This research attempts to discuss tactical considerations surrounding the new political and legal                         
documents of the right to housing in Brazil. I felt the necessity to get in deep in a particular                                     
conflict, but that also limited the contact with different realities, particularly considering the                         
continental size of Brazil, as well as the similarities and differences within the continent. There                             
is body of emergent literature focusing on the grassroots activism as a source of human rights                               





On a practical side, I believe urban movements have to go back to direct action, but keeping                                 
those directly involved at the strategy formulation. Acting within and outside the state must not                             
be auto­exclusive, and new forms of dealing with direct action must be discussed. A particular                             
form I started to grasp in this work is the possibility of accepting the temporary character of                                 
squatters, instead of dissolving at the promise of housing construction, maintaining the squatter                         
until the new settlements are built and accepted by the squatters, using it as an end in itself as                                     
opposed to a mere mean ­ despite knowing deep down it will have to be dismantled anyway.  
 
Other recommendations, concerning balancing actions towards and despite the state have already                       
been made by established authors. Perhaps movements can understand the impossibility of                       
collaborating with institutional channels and maintaining a progressive and independent                   
character. A possible solution to that would be dividing the movements into sisters                         
organizations, together in ideology but with different goals and lines of action, which already is                             
starting concerning MCMV projects. 
 
Policy recommendations are hard to detach from this work, as the limitations of generally good                             
policy are exposed. However, giving the abundance of empty public property and housing                         
deficit, new mechanisms that actually integrate grassroots activists in the discussion of urban                         
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